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About This Game

Kiya is a five minute virtual reality piece telling the story of two sisters valiant but unsuccessful efforts to try to rescue their
third sister, Kiya, from a deadly attack by her ex-boyfriend. Using two separate recorded calls to emergency workers, the

experience puts the viewer on scene as the tragic events unfold. With three women killed every day by their intimate partners in
the United States, Kiya is ultimately a call to action: this should never happen to anyone’s sister again.
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Title: Kiya
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64

Processor: i6 Intel

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 980

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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god i wish that were me. Nice work.But a little need to improve road and should add cities instead of different bus-stops.. Game
is cool only if u add songs which is hard if u don't know how to find the files. Doesn't accept anything else than mp3 files, too.
3.5\/10. I bought this game on a monday sell out. For 99 Cents it has a high value of playability and puzzles. All puzzles are
standard, they are simple and most of them are easy to solve. There are several types of puzzles in this game and you will get
hours and hours of playability - if you love riddles that is.

This game has no high end graphics, it isn't necessary for this kind of game. But it has a point and help system: For each help
function call you pay with your points. Each game comes with a short description of "how to play" if you need this. And then
there are riddles that you can open up after solving one of the main riddles and you'll get other types of puzzles.. I highly
recommend it, if it runs without issue's on your system. I only had about 15 minutes with this, and regretfully had to refund. I
loved the quality of the graphics, the crisp colors and cardboard theme. Its a feast for the eyes. The gameplay was intriging and
it made me want to dive right in. But after playing a few minutes, suddenly the graphics start to fade in and out and the sound
stops for a cpl seconds. Yet the game keeps flowing, it doesn't freeze. Hopefully it'll be addressed in an update. If so, I'd
absolutely buy it again. Based on what I did get to see and play, but because of the issue I had, I give it a 3 out of 5. The visuals I
rate a 5! Overall, it looks like it could be 5 star material, maybe once it's tweaked.. It's a pretty good platformer, albeit the
controls are a bit confusing.
The interface is something to be desired, and I can't comment on the soundtrack.
The core gameplay is excellent, the mechanics are fun to play around with once you realize exactly how they work.
There are a few bugs, one of which gamebreaking and things that aren't explained.
I wish the developers luck in future projects, and hopefully with more experience they can start polishing them too.
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Played this game years and years ago now. It was great when it first came out and to be fair i got my nostalgia from replaying it
a little here as well.
If you have the same feeling of nostalgia i did then this game will be worth parting with your money for - if you are looking for
a game that is older\/cheap and can still give you game value then this is also a title you should consider.
Enjoyed playing it again.. I love this game, at the time of writing i have 777 hours in this game, i guess It's my lucky hour! I
would recommend this game to anyone who like an even mic of action and strategy.. I cannot believe I bought this game for 14
Euro. I Thought it will be another ♥♥♥♥♥♥ horror, but this stuff is IMO much better than Penumbra, or Amnesia. Best spent
14 Euro ever.. Purple Heart Theme is Lit <3. If you ever found yourself saying something like "I really miss Toejam & Earl, I
wish they'd remake it" well then you're in luck! They stayed true to the original gameplay formula and modernized it so it really
feels like you're playing what you expected and not some completely different game. It's also available on the Nintendo and
regardless of what platform you get it for it comes complete with the co-op splitscreen so those of us now with kids, nephews
and nieces it's a great way to share that old school Toejam and Earl co-op feeling with a new generation. I'm a keyboard and
mouse guy but I did find the game a bit easier to play using a controller so just something to consider.

Music recreation was astounding! Artwork, gameplay everything was fantastic. Thank you developers!. Schei\u00dfe..... this
pack in a nutshell:

- Armor version of Grinder Perk deck
- A CSGO Knife
- A Drum mag Assault Rifle
- 1 mask and 1 mask begins
- An Aussie

. A cool little experience. May be a bit pricey for some, but I was genuinely engaaged the entire time, and couldn't put it down
until I was finished. Well done.. PROS:
Classic GOLDSRC game
Good community
Great multiplayer experience

CONS:
Multiplayer almost dead
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